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cloudy With 
a chance of 
Meatballs
Judi Barrett
Illustrated by  
Ron Barrett

In the town of 
Chewandswallow, it rained orange 
juice for breakfast and hamburgers 
for lunch. But a storm of maple  
syrup sets off a sticky situation!

NY Times Best Illustrated Book of the Year

32pp. ages 5–9
Lexile 730 Gr Level M dra 24–28
Paperback PFB30384 $2.99

cock-a- 
Moo-Moo
Juliet dallas-Conte
Illustrated by  
Alison Bartlett

Cock-a-doodle-moo? 
Cock-a-doodle-
quack?? a rooster is 
in a comical crisis to  
get his own voice back.

32pp. ages 2–6
Lexile 290 Gr Level F dra 10
Paperback PFB960724 $3.39

A color of 
His own
Leo Lionni

all creatures 
have a color 
of their own...
except for 
chameleons, and this sad fellow wants a 
color of his own. By four-time Caldecott 
winner Leo Lionni.

40pp. ages 3–6
Lexile 640 Gr Level I dra 16
Paperback PFB48279 $2.82
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clifford’s Good Deeds
Lexile 410 Gr Level K dra 18–20
Paperback PFB44292 $2.27

<En EsPañol
Las buenas acciones de clifford
spanish Paperback PFB40179 $2.27

clifford’s Manners
Lexile 300 Gr Level J dra 18–20
Paperback PFB44285 $2.27

clifford’s Word Book
Lexile 290 Gr Level G dra 12
Paperback PFB43095 $2.27

count on clifford
Lexile 130
Paperback PFB44284 $2.27

clifford the firehouse Dog
IRA Children’s Choice

Lexile 420 Gr Level K dra 18–20
Paperback PFB48419 $2.27

<En EsPañol
clifford el perro bombero
spanish Paperback PFB48808 $2.27

clifford to the Rescue
Lexile 170 Gr Level K dra 18–20
Paperback PFB914038 $2.27

<En EsPañol
clifford al rescate
spanish Paperback PFB912956 $2.27

clifford’s ABc
Paperback PFB44286 $2.27

clifford’s Birthday Party
Lexile 450 Gr Level K dra 18–20
Paperback PFB44279 $2.27

<En EsPañol
La semana atareada de 
clifford
cLiffoRD’s Busy Week

spanish Paperback PFB941833 $2.27

clifford’s family
Lexile 450 Gr Level J dra 18–20
Paperback PFB44290 $2.27

<En EsPañol
La familia de clifford
spanish Paperback PFB41992 $2.27

clifford’s first school Day
Lexile 440 Gr Level K dra 18–20
Paperback PFB908284 $2.27

<En EsPañol
clifford va a la escuela
spanish Paperback PFB908729 $2.27

all 32pp. ages 4–8

clifford and the Big storm
Lexile 350 Gr Level K dra 18–20
Paperback PFB25755 $2.27

<En EsPañol
clifford y la tormenta
spanish Paperback PFB25756 $2.27

clifford at the circus
Lexile 300 Gr Level K dra 18–20
Paperback PFB44293 $2.27

<En EsPañol
clifford va a la escuela  
de perros
cLiffoRD Goes to DoG scHooL 

spanish Paperback PFB954565 $2.27

clifford Goes to Hollywood
Lexile 370 Gr Level J dra 18–20
Paperback PFB44289 $2.27

clifford Goes to Washington
Lexile 490 Gr Level K dra 18–20
Paperback PFB969656 $2.27

clifford takes a trip
Lexile 410 Gr Level J dra 18–20
Paperback PFB44260 $2.27

<En EsPañol
clifford va de viaje
spanish Paperback PFB40844 $2.27

clifford the Big Red Dog
Lexile 220 Gr Level K dra 18–20
Paperback PFB44297 $2.27

<En EsPañol
clifford el gran perro colorado
spanish Paperback PFB41380 $2.27

clifford®

norman Bridwell

Playful, loving, big and warm, Clifford is “every child’s idea 
of what a dog should really be!” —Elementary English

Chewandswallow, it rained orange 

chameleons, and this sad fellow wants a 
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countdown to 
kindergarten
alison McGhee
Illustrated by  
Harry Bliss

an anxious 
kindergartner-to-be 
counts up the rules 
as she counts down 
the days til school starts.

32pp. ages 4–6
Lexile 380 Gr Level I dra 16
Paperback PFB978427 $2.99

cookie’s 
Week
Cindy Ward & 
Tomie dePaola

Ward and 
dePaola tell the 
tale of Cookie, a 
black-and-white 
cat whose unique point of view 
will appeal to young readers.

American Bookseller Pick of the Lists

32pp. ages 4–6
Lexile 100 Gr Level F dra 10
Paperback PFB43604 $2.82

<En EsPañol
La semana de cookie
spanish Paperback PFB916208 $2.82

come on, 
Rain!
Karen Hesse
Pictures by 
Jon J. Muth

This urban story 
captures the 
magnificence 
of a sudden rainstorm on a 
sweltering hot day, and the 
power of nature to  
transform and invigorate.

32pp. ages 4–6
Lexile 780 Gr Level P dra 34–38
Paperback PFB33126 $2.82

the cow 
that Went 
oink
Bernard Most

a cow that 
went OInK 
met a pig that 
went MOO and they find a  
great way to help each other!

40pp. ages 3–7
Lexile 270
Paperback PFB48620 $2.99

corduroy
Don Freeman

The continuing heart-warming 
adventures of an endearing toy-store 
teddy bear who found a little girl to 
love him. “Irresistible appeal.”  
—Horn Book

all 32pp. ages 4–7

corduroy
Lexile 600 Gr Level K dra 18–20
Paperback PFB30907 $2.82

<En EsPañol
corduroy
spanish Paperback PFB44194 $2.82

A Pocket for corduroy
Lexile 660 Gr Level K dra 18–20
Paperback PFB31970 $2.82

<En EsPañol
un bolsillo para corduroy
spanish Paperback PFB61390 $2.82

commotion in 
the ocean
Giles andreae
Illustrated by  
David Wojtowycz

Children build 
phonemic 
awareness through 
fun poems about 
the creatures who live  
in and around the ocean.

32pp. ages 4–7
Gr Level M dra 24–28
Paperback PFB908214 $2.82

<En EsPañol
el conejito 
andarín
tHe RunAWAy 
Bunny

Margaret Wise 
Brown
Illustrated by 
Clement Hurd

The classic story of a little rabbit who 
tells his mother how he plans to run 
away...but she will always find him.

40pp. ages 1–4
spanish Paperback PFB907944 $2.99
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of a sudden rainstorm on a 

the creatures who live 

cat whose unique point of view 

the days til school starts.

went MOO and they find a 

crazy Hair Day
Barney Saltzberg

Stanley is crazily 
excited about his 
hairdo for Crazy Hair 
day at school—until 
he realizes that he’s gotten the 
date wrong! “a crackerjack read-
aloud with a great finish.” —SLJ

IRA Children’s Choice

32pp. ages 4–8 
Lexile 560 Gr Level J dra 18–20
Paperback PFB511088 $2.84

New!

New!
crazy Like  
a fox
Loreen Leedy

a delightful tale 
told in similes, 
as rufus the 
fox runs fast as lightning and sneaks 
around like a thief in the night. a clear 
definition of similes is included.

32pp. ages 6–9
Paperback PFB519858 $2.82

he realizes that he’s gotten the he realizes that he’s gotten the 
 crackerjack read- crackerjack read-

New!
cornelia and  
the Great snake 
escape
Pam Muñoz ryan 
Illustrated by Julia Denos

everyone loves Cornelia’s pet corn 
snake...except Mom. and when he 
escapes, Cornelia must find Corny before 
Mom sends him back to the pet shop for 
good!

48pp. ages 5–7
Paperback PFB515360 $2.57

veryone loves Cornelia’s pet corn veryone loves Cornelia’s pet corn 
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Dear Mr. 
Blueberry
Simon James

emily writes letters 
to her teacher to 
find out about 
whales—since she 
has found one in 
her backyard pond! “a nice blend 
of fantasy and reality.” —SLJ

IRA Children’s Choice

32pp. ages 5–9
Lexile 660 Gr Level K dra 18–20
Paperback PFB62357 $2.50

the Day 
Jimmy’s Boa 
Ate the Wash
Trinka Hakes noble
Illustrated by  
Steven Kellogg

a visit to a farm 
ends in a wild free-
for-all when Jimmy’s 
pet boa constrictor decides to 
mingle with barnyard society.

ALA Notable Book, Junior Literary Guild 
Selection, Reading Rainbow Selection

32pp. ages 6–9
Lexile 540 Gr Level K dra 18–20
Paperback PFB33672 $2.99

Daddy calls 
Me Man
angela Johnson
Illustrated by  
Rhonda Mitchell

Family love is 
vividly portrayed 
through oil 
illustrations and 
four short verses about the 
happy home of an african-
american boy. “Joyously 
written and illustrated.” —SLJ

32pp. ages 2–6
Paperback PFB369327 $3.96

curious George® storybooks
h.a. Rey

The mischief-making monkey just 
can’t curb his curiosity, and he  
gets into hilarious adventures  
because of it!

all 32pp. ages 4–7

curious George
Lexile 400 Gr Level K dra 18–20
Paperback PFB02043 $3.39

<En EsPañol
Jorge el curioso
spanish Paperback PFB29754 $2.99

curious George Goes to the 
Hospital
Lexile 520 Gr Level J dra 18–20
Paperback PFB03426 $3.39

<En EsPañol
Jorge el curioso en el hospital
spanish Paperback PFB47113 $2.82

Deep in the 
swamp
donna M. Bateman
Illustrated by  
Brian Lies

a lush visit to the 
flora and fauna of 
the Okefenokee 
Swamp where baby critters merrily 
splash and play all day long. “The 
perfect combination  
of text and art.” —SLJ

IRA Children’s Choice

32pp. ages 6–8
Lexile 890
Paperback PFB506695 $3.39

Dear Deer
A Book of 
HoMoPHones

Gene Barretta

The comical tale 
of a moose who loved mousse, 
and a whale who was allowed 
to wail aloud! Terrific fun—and 
learning—with homophones.

NCTE Notable Children’s Books

40pp. ages 5–9
Paperback PFB510633 $2.82

Dancing in the 
Wings
debbie allen 
Illustrated by  
Kadir Nelson

Sassy tries out for a 
summer dance festival in 
Washington, d.C., despite 
the other girls’ taunts 
that she is much too tall. 
“Inspirational.” —Publishers Weekly

32pp. ages 5–9 
Lexile 540 Gr Level L dra 24–28
Paperback PFB932942 $2.82

Dear Juno
Soyung Pak
Illustrated by 
Susan Kathleen 
Hartung

Juno struggles 
to read the 
Korean words 
in letters from his 
Grandmother. “a 
moving story about 
communicating across distances.” 
—Publishers Weekly

Ezra Jack Keats New Writer Award

32pp. ages 5–7
Lexile 390 Gr Level M dra 24–28
Paperback PFB977936 $2.82

David 
McPhail’s 
Animals  
A to Z
david McPhail

a creative 
alphabet 
book that 
encourages children to learn their aBCs 
and to identify a slew of animals, too. 
“Lush watercolor and ink drawings.” 
—SLJ

32pp. ages 3–6
Gr Level K dra 18–20
Paperback PFB46462 $1.99
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in letters from his 

her backyard pond! “a nice blend 

Swamp where baby critters merrily 

the 
crocodile 
and the 
Dentist
Taro Gomi

The crocodile has 
a toothache but 
he’s afraid of the 
dentist—and the 
dentist is afraid of him, too!

32pp. ages 4–7
Lexile 180
Paperback PFB67731 $2.57

More
titles!
savings!
see our
ColleCtions
section!



Do unto otters
A Book ABout 
MAnneRs

Laurie Keller

In a hilarious (but 
polite!) bow to 
emily Post, Laurie 
Keller vividly 
animates some great lessons in politesse, 
just for youngsters.

40pp. ages 5–7
Lexile 460
Paperback PFB510907 $3.39

the 
Dinosaur 
Who Lived 
in My 
Backyard
B.G. Hennessy
Illustrated by 
Susan Davis

a little boy is convinced that his 
backyard was a dinosaur’s stomping 
ground. “an appealing combination of 
fantasy and reality.” —Kirkus

32pp. ages 3–6
Lexile 520 Gr Level I dra 16
Paperback PFB47694 $2.82

Dinner at Aunt 
connie’s House
Faith ringgold

Two girls discover the painted portraits 
of great african-american women—and 
the paintings can talk, telling their 
inspiring life stories. From Caldecott-
winning author Faith ringgold.

Parenting Reading-Magic Award for Outstanding 
Children’s Book, Notable Children’s Trade Book 
in the Field of Social Studies

32pp. ages 5–9
Lexile 640 Gr Level M dra 24–28
Paperback PFB13713 $3.39

Do your ears 
Hang Low?
Caroline Jayne 
Church

Two sweet,  
floppy-eared 
puppies bounce 
their way through 
this fun-filled, whimsical rhyme. Children 
will be wagging their ears in no time!

32pp. ages 3–5
Lexile 20 Gr Level e dra 6–8
Paperback PFB951840 $3.39

Do Like a 
Duck Does!
Judy Hindley 
Illustrated by  
Ivan Bates

In this romp of 
a read-aloud, a 
shrewd mother 
duck puts a sneaky fox to the test. “a 
clever premise, bouncy text, and sunny, 
funny pictures.” —Booklist

40pp. ages 3–5
Lexile 80 Gr Level F dra 10
Paperback PFB507084 $2.82

Dinosaur 
Roar!
Paul & Henrietta 
Stickland

dinosaur 
devotees will 
delight in 
acting out the opposites they 
learn from the rhyming text. 
Colorful illustrations fully engage 
a child’s imagination.

IRA Children’s Choice

32pp. ages 4–6
Gr Level H dra 14
Paperback PFB60325 $2.99

Dog Breath
tHe HoRRiBLe tRouBLe 
WitH HALLy tosis

dav Pilkey

Hally, the Tosis 
family dog, has 
horrible breath! 
“Wordplay...is at the 
heart of this sweet, 
funny picture book.”  
—Booklist

Smart Book Award

32pp. ages 5–9
Lexile 770 Gr Level L dra 24–28
Paperback PFB959839 $3.98

Do Like 
kyla
angela Johnson
Illustrated by 
James Ransome

an affectionate 
story about a 
younger sister 
imitating her 
older sister’s every action. 
“Will certainly strike a 
chord.” —SLJ

32pp. ages 4–7
Lexile 510 Gr Level H dra 14
Paperback PFB368919 $3.98

Dinosaur 
train
John Steven 
Gurney

Jesse takes a 
fanciful ride on 
a train full of 
dinosaurs in a 
dream inspired 
by his favorite interests:  
dinosaurs and trains!

32pp. ages 3–6
Lexile 350 Gr Level H dra 14
Paperback PFB963105 $2.82
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Diary of a Worm
doreen Cronin
Illustrated by Harry Bliss

Fun verbal puns and 
wry, colorful cartoons 
reveal the hidden 
world of this lovable 
underground dweller. 
“Inventive and laugh-
out-loud funny.” —SLJ

IRA Children’s Choice, SLJ Best Book,  
National Parenting Publications Award

40pp. ages 6–10
Lexile 360 Gr Level K dra 18–20
Paperback PFB967774 $3.39
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New!

New!

A Dog needs  
a Bone!
audrey Wood

Oh, the grand 
and exaggerated 
promises this dog 
makes in order to 
assure himself a bone from his mistress! 
“It’s sure to be a winner.” —SLJ

32pp. ages 3–6
Paperback PFB510882 $2.82

Dogku
andrew Clements

Sixteen haiku 
serve as the 
text for this 
heartwarming story of a wandering 
dog who finds a new home with a kind 
family. “Guaranteed to evoke storytime 
cheers.” —SLJ

40pp. ages 5–9
Paperback PFB510959 $3.39

assure himself a bone from his mistress! assure himself a bone from his mistress! 
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<En EsPañol/Bilingual

eric & Julieta
isabel munoz
Illustrated by Gustavo Mazali

Big brother eric always has his 
mischievous sister around—but 
somehow, eric finds himself in trouble, 
and Julieta escapes the blame!

all 24pp. ages 4–8

the Best!/¡el mejor!
Bilingual Paperback PFB987435 $2.00

it’s Mine/es mío
Bilingual Paperback PFB978370 $2.25

Julieta Goes to school/ 
Julieta va a la escuela
Bilingual Paperback PFB987433 $2.00

Just Like Mom/como mamá
Lexile 320 Gr Level K dra 18–20
Bilingual Paperback PFB978369 $2.27

now, What?/¿Ahora que?
Bilingual Paperback PFB978372 $2.27

the Play/La obra de teatro
Bilingual Paperback PFB987434 $2.27

Where is eric?/¿Donde  
esta eric?
Bilingual Paperback PFB978371 $2.27

eating 
fractions
Bruce McMillan

From bananas 
to pizza to 
fresh strawberry 
pie, this is a 
tantalizing 
introduction to halves, thirds, and 
quarters. Includes recipes.

32pp. ages 5–8
Paperback PFB43771 $2.82

Dragon
Dav Pilkey

dav Pilkey’s endearing blue dragon 
always has his heart in the right 
place. “Books that make kids laugh 
out loud.” —Booklist

all 48pp. ages 5–7

Dragon Gets By
Lexile 430 Gr Level I dra 16
Paperback PFB368922 $2.99

<En EsPañol
Dragón y sus labores
spanish Paperback PFB509160 $3.41

Dragon’s fat cat
Lexile 450 Gr Level I dra 16
Paperback PFB368947 $3.41

<En EsPañol
el gato gordo de Dragón

spanish Paperback PFB516359 $3.41

A friend for Dragon
Lexile 280 Gr Level I dra 16
Paperback PFB368912 $3.41

An elephant & Piggie Book
mo willems

an optimistic (sometimes reckless) 
pig and a cautious, pessimistic 
elephant are featured in these simple 
Willems stories, told with minimal 
text and a maximum of expression!

all 64pp. ages 4–7

My friend is sad
Paperback PFB507147 $3.39

there is a Bird on  
your Head!

ALA Notable Book, Theodor Seuss Geisel Award

Paperback PFB511598 $3.39

Duck on a Bike
david Shannon

Caldecott Honor 
winner Shannon 
applies his wonderful, 
offbeat humor to the 
story of a duck who 
decides to ride a 
bike, and other farm 
animals join in, too.

ALA Notable Book, Charlotte  
Zolotow Commendation

40pp. ages 4–8
Lexile 240 Gr Level H dra 14
Paperback PFB962277 $3.39

each Peach 
Pear Plum
Janet & allan 
ahlberg

an I Spy rhyme 
book that will 
delight youngsters with familiar 
nursery rhyme characters hidden 
in playful drawings.

Kate Greenaway Medal

32pp. ages 4–6
Gr Level G dra 12
Paperback PFB41081 $2.82
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New!

New!

New!

New!
Duck at  
the Door
Jackie Urbanovic

Max the duck 
makes himself 
at home when 
he decides not to migrate—and doesn’t 
consider the feelings of the other 
residents. “Will appeal to a wide range  
of readers.” —Kirkus

32pp. ages 4–7
Paperback PFB515129 $2.82

delight youngsters with familiar 

he decides not to migrate—and doesn’t he decides not to migrate—and doesn’t 

the Doorbell Rang
Pat Hutchins

This bright and dynamic book 
effectively conveys the concepts 
of sharing, community, and simple 
mathematics to youngsters. “Bright, 
joyous, dynamic.” —Horn Book

ALA Notable Book

24pp. ages 4–6
Lexile 340 Gr Level J dra 18–20
Paperback PFB41109 $2.99

More
titles!
savings!
see our
ColleCtions
section!



<En EsPañol/Bilingual

fiesta
ginger Foglesong guy
Illustrated by Rene King Moreno

all 32pp. ages 3–6

¡fiesta!
In this colorful bilingual counting  
book, three children shop for toys and 
trinkets, then make (and break!)  
a festive birthday piñata.

Gr Level d dra 4
Bilingual Paperback PFB933322 $2.25

siesta
Young readers join a brother and sister in 
the preparations for a backyard camping 
adventure in this bilingual  
color concept book.

ALA Notable Book

Bilingual Paperback PFB503577 $3.39

fables
arnold Lobel

a favorite author-
illustrator presents 
this award-winning 
collection of stories and 
fables, each concluding 
with a pithy lesson.

Caldecott Medal Winner

48pp. ages 5–9
Lexile 540 Gr Level n dra 30
Paperback PFB40242 $2.99

everybody 
cooks Rice
norah dooley
Illustrated by  
Peter J. Thornton

Carrie tastes 
her neighbors’ 
delicious 
meals—Haitian, Vietnamese, 
Puerto rican, Indian, and 
more—and finds they all cook 
rice! recipes included.

32pp. ages 4–8
Lexile 690 Gr Level M dra 24–28
Paperback PFB45597 $3.39

<En EsPañol
todo el mundo cocina arroz
spanish Paperback PFB29186 $3.39

families are 
Different
nina Pellegrini

Little nico, who 
is adopted, learns 
that children live 
in all types of 
family arrangements, and  
that parents come in all  
shapes and sizes.

32pp. ages 4–7
Lexile 540 Gr Level K dra 18–20
Paperback PFB46317 $2.57

everywhere 
Babies
Susan Meyers
Illustrated by  
Marla Frazee

In irresistible 
rhyme and 
endearing 
illustrations, here 
is an exuberant celebration  
of all the things babies  
do best.

32pp. ages 2–5
Gr Level I dra 16
Paperback PFB937551 $2.99

emma kate
Patricia Polacco

emma Kate and 
her best friend 
do everything 
together, but a 
surprise twist 
shows there’s more 
to this friend than 
meets the eye!

32pp. ages 4–7
Lexile 520 Gr Level J dra 18–20
Paperback PFB990230 $2.99

farm 
Alphabet 
Book
Jane Miller

Outstanding 
photos of life on 
a farm make this 
an exceptionally 
handsome 
introduction to the aBCs.  
“a fine addition to this genre.” —SLJ

32pp. ages 4–5
Lexile 390 Gr Level J dra 18–20
Paperback PFB31991 $2.27

An 
extraordinary 
egg
Leo Lionni

In a wonderful tale 
from Leo Lionni, 
a frog finds a 
beautiful pebble that 
hatches into what 
he believes is a green, scaly 
“chicken,” until the baby goes 
back to its alligator mother. 

SLJ Best Book

32pp. ages 4–7
Lexile 520 Gr Level M dra 24–28
Paperback PFB55237 $2.99
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fat frogs 
on a skinny 
Log
Sara riches

This counting 
book with 
fun, repetitive 
adjectives (skinny, slithery, slimy, 
slippery!) starts with one frog and leaps 
up to 10 before the log turns over and 
they must start again.

32pp. ages 3–7
Gr Level e dra 6–8
Paperback PFB921938 $2.82

feast for 10
Cathryn Falwell

What does it take 
to feed 10 hungry 
people? When 
everyone in the 
family helps, the 
feasting can begin as 
fast as you can count to 10!

32pp. ages 3–6
Gr Level e dra 6–8
Paperback PFB48466 $2.99

<En EsPañol
fiesta para diez
spanish Paperback PFB48470 $2.99
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flat stanley
Jeff Brown
Illustrated by  
Steve Bjorkman

The exciting 
adventures of Stanley 
Lambchop, who 
finds opportunity in 
the fact that he’s 
suddenly just a half 
an inch thick! 

64pp. ages 6–9
Lexile 640 Gr Level M dra 24–28
Paperback PFB958863 $2.25

fish is fish
Leo Lionni

In this modern fable 
by Caldecott winner 
Lionni, Fish sees 
the marvelous world 
described by his friend 
Frog, but decides 
that his water world is the most 
beautiful of all.

ALA Notable Book

32pp. ages 4–7
Lexile 690 Gr Level L dra 24–28
Paperback PFB40006 $2.99

first experiences
Illustrated by Stephen Cartwright

This warm, illustrated series gently 
and reassuringly introduces children 
to a variety of situations they may be 
facing for the very first time.

all 16pp. ages 4–7

Going to the Dentist
Paperback PFB993254 $2.25

Going to the Doctor
Paperback PFB510979 $2.25

first Day
Joan rankin

as Hallybillybun 
prepares for his first 
day at Yappy Puppy 
Play School, his 
fears mount, and his 
parents try everything to console him. 
“Irresistible.” —Kirkus

32pp. ages 3–5 
Lexile 450
Paperback PFB511603 $2.82

flower Garden
eve Bunting
Illustrated by  
Kathryn Hewitt

The award-winning story of a little girl’s 
mounting excitement as she makes a 
window-box flower garden for her Mom’s 
birthday. “a comforting, richly illustrated 
story.” —Publishers Weekly

32pp. ages 4–8
Paperback PFB99445 $2.57

five Little Monkeys
Eileen christelow

rhyming text and predictable refrains 
encourage little ones to count as they 
laugh aloud at these wild and wacky 
chimps. “Zany cumulative verse.” 
—Publishers Weekly

all 32pp. ages 3–6

five Little Monkeys Jumping 
on the Bed
Lexile 310 Gr Level e dra 6–8
Paperback PFB99459 $2.25

five Little Monkeys Play  
Hide-and-seek
Paperback PFB990653 $2.82

five Little Monkeys sitting  
in a tree
Lexile 440 Gr Level F dra 10
Paperback PFB13520 $2.82

first Grade 
trouble
oH, My! Ginny fRy!

Patrice Barton
Illustrated by Gina Shaw

Ginny is not thrilled 
with how first grade 
is shaping up, but then she meets Spike, 
and they come up with a plan to make 
things better...or much worse!

48pp. ages 5–7
Paperback PFB507079 $2.25

the first Day 
of Winter
denise Fleming

This cumulative 
tale mimics The 
Twelve Days of 
Christmas, with 
a snowman as 
the recipient of gifts from a young 
boy. “Vibrant...Beautiful illustrations.” 
—Booklist

32pp. ages 3–6
Paperback PFB990878 $3.39
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first Day of 
school
tHe LuncH BuncH

Judy nayer
Illustrated by  
Jason Wolff

Michael is shocked to 
learn that his dog—and best friend—
Cookie will not accompany him to school. 
Youngsters “will take delight at reading 
this easy story on their own.” —SLJ

48pp. ages 5–7
Paperback PFB509889 $2.82

learn that his dog—and best friend—learn that his dog—and best friend—

is shaping up, but then she meets Spike, is shaping up, but then she meets Spike, 
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fox Makes friends
adam relf

When a lonely Fox asks a 
rabbit and a squirrel to 
help him make friends 
using twigs, apples, and 
more, they inadvertently 
create something real.

32pp. ages 3–6
Paperback PFB989881 $2.50

for the Love of 
Autumn
Patricia Polacco

Little kitten autumn 
is lost in a storm, but 
wonderfully returns 
several weeks later, with a new friend in 
tow. “Filled with warmth and love.” —SLJ

40pp. ages 6–9 
Lexile 810
Paperback PFB520408 $2.82

fly Guy
tedd arnold

a creative young boy wants a pet for 
The amazing Pet Show, so he catches 
a fly—little knowing that Fly Guy will 
become a great friend!

all 32pp. ages 5–7

Hi! fly Guy

ALA Notable Book, Theodor Seuss Geisel 
Honor Book

Lexile 280 Gr Level H dra 14
Paperback PFB985311 $2.27

<En EsPañol
Hola, Hombre mosca
spanish Paperback PFB508378 $2.27

shoo, fly Guy!
Lexile 410 Gr Level I dra 16
Paperback PFB507882 $2.27

super fly Guy
Lexile 360
Paperback PFB990374 $2.27

freckleface 
strawberry
Julianne Moore
Illustrated by LeUyen Pham

acclaimed actress Julianne 
Moore teamed with an 
award-winning illustrator 
to tell the story of a feisty, 
freckled little girl who learns  
to love the skin she’s in.

40pp. ages 5–8
Lexile 230
Paperback PFB508932 $3.39

fox and His friends
edward & James Marshall

Mom wants Fox to once 
again look after Louise, 
but he wants to have fun 
with his friends, not take 
care of his little sister!

American Bookseller Pick of the Lists, 
Junior Literary Guild Selection

56pp. ages 5–8
Lexile 200 Gr Level J dra 18–20
Paperback PFB26568 $2.82

food for thought
Joost Elffers and saxton Freymann

These vivid and colorful vegetable 
creations will delight children of all 
ages, and help inspire a new look at 
everyday objects.

How Are you Peeling?
fooDs WitH MooDs

NY Times Book Review Best Illustrated  
Children’s Books of the Year

48pp. ages 6–8
Paperback PFB959841 $3.98

fast food
32pp. ages 3–6
Paperback PFB991179 $2.99

food for thought
tHe coMPLete Book of concePts foR 
GRoWinG MinDs

64pp. ages 4–8
Paperback PFB978895 $3.96

the fox and the 
falling Leaves
Julia rawlinson
Illustrated by  
Tiphanie Beeke

In a first encounter 
with the changing 
seasons, a young fox is 
worried when his favorite tree drops its 
leaves. “Softly glowing illustrations (are) 
evocative and full of depth.” —SLJ

32pp. ages 4–7
Paperback PFB504299 $3.39

fly,  
Monarch! fly!
nancy elizabeth 
Wallace

The rabbit family 
visits the interactive Butterfly Place and 
receives a wonderful lesson about their 
life cycles. “Wallace has created another 
winner.” —Kirkus

40pp. ages 5–7
Paperback PFB516085 $3.39
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follow the 
Drinking Gourd
Jeanette Winter

This simple folk song sung by slaves was 
really a map to freedom—the lyrics hid  
directions to the Underground railroad!

Reading Rainbow Selection

48pp. ages 5–7
Lexile 630 Gr Level M dra 24–28
Paperback PFB99496 $3.50
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froggy Plays t-Ball
Lexile 500 Gr Level J dra 18–20
Paperback PFB510155 $2.82

<En EsPañol
froggy al bate

spanish Paperback PFB516581 $2.82

froggy Rides a Bike
Lexile 560 Gr Level M dra 24–28
Paperback PFB989816 $2.82

froggy’s sleepover
Lexile 570 Gr Level K dra 18–20
Paperback PFB980093 $2.82

froggy Books
Jonathan london
Illustrated by Frank Remkiewicz

Preschoolers are sure to relate to 
Froggy’s forgetfulness, impatience, 
and fears. repetitive text and funny 
sounds keep the mood light! “Good 
choice for read-aloud.”  
—Publishers Weekly

all 32pp. ages 4–7

froggy Gets Dressed
Lexile 300 Gr Level J dra 18–20
Paperback PFB61730 $2.82

froggy Goes to camp
Paperback PFB516570 $2.82

froggy Goes to school
Lexile 490 Gr Level I dra 16
Paperback PFB06693 $2.82

<En EsPañol
froggy va a la escuela
spanish Paperback PFB966642 $2.82

froggy Goes to the Doctor
Lexile 280 Gr Level J dra 18–20
Paperback PFB956226 $2.82

<En EsPañol
froggy aprende a nadar 
fRoGGy LeARns to sWiM

spanish Paperback PFB920435 $2.50

froggy Plays soccer
Lexile 100 Gr Level J dra 18–20
Paperback PFB908641 $2.82

<En EsPañol
froggy juega al fútbol
spanish Paperback PFB924321 $2.82

frog and toad
arnold lobel

This endearing duo can’t be beat for 
providing beginning readers with a 
warm smile. “a masterpiece of child-
styled humor and sensitivity.” —SLJ

all 64pp. ages 5–8

Days with frog  
and toad
ALA Notable Book

Lexile 320 Gr Level K dra 18–20
Paperback PFB40109 $2.82

frog and toad All year

Christopher Award, ALA Notable Book, IRA 
Children’s Choice, NY Times Outstanding 
Children’s Book, Library of Congress Children’s 
Book, SLJ Best Book

Lexile 300 Gr Level K dra 18–20
Paperback PFB31207 $2.82

<En EsPañol
sapo y sepo todo el año
spanish Paperback PFB933328 $3.39

frog and toad Are friends

Caldecott Honor Book, ALA Notable Book, 
Children’s National Book Award

Lexile 400 Gr Level K dra 18–20
Paperback PFB04529 $2.82

frog and toad together

Newbery Honor Book, ALA Notable Book, NY 
Times Best Children’s Book, Children’s Book 
Showcase Selection

Lexile 330 Gr Level K dra 18–20
Paperback PFB06198 $2.82

A frog in 
the Bog
Karma Wilson
Illustrated by 
Joan Rankin

In an 
imaginative 
and funny counting book, the frog in the 
bog doesn’t stop eating, until he attracts 
the attention of a nearby alligator.

32pp. ages 3–7
Gr Level J dra 18–20
Paperback PFB969726 $3.39
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Good night, 
sleep tight
Claire Freedman 
Illustrated by  
Rory Tyger

When Baby Bear 
cannot fall asleep, 
Grandma Bear tells 
him stories about 
his mother’s very same problem when she 
was a little girl. a sweet, tender bedtime 
tale.

32pp. ages 0–4
Paperback PFB990467 $2.82

Good Boy, 
fergus!
david Shannon

Fergus the terrier 
rules his roost! 
Kids will love the 
oversized visuals that 
present a uniquely 
Fergus-centric view of 
the world.

ALA Notable Book

40pp. ages 4–8
Paperback PFB501975 $2.82

<En EsPañol
¡Muy bien, fergus!
spanish Paperback PFB980294 $2.27

Giraffes  
can’t Dance
Giles andreae
Illustrated by  
Guy Parker-Rees

Gerald the Giraffe 
simply can’t dance 
on his long, spindly 
legs, until one night he  
finds his own special music.

ALA Top 100, Children’s Choice Top 100

32pp. ages 4–6
Lexile 450 Gr Level K dra 18–20
Paperback PFB928720 $3.39

<En EsPañol/Bilingual
Gathering the 
sun/cosecha  
de sol
An ALPHABet in 
sPAnisH AnD enGLisH

alma Flor ada
Illustrated by  
Simon Silva

28 poems—each 
presented in both 
Spanish and english—
honor the lives of 
migrant farmworkers. Contains an 
alphabetical list of Spanish words.  
“a celebration.” —Children’s Literature

Pura Belpré Honor Book—Illustration

40pp. ages 5–8
Lexile 590 Gr Level Q dra 40
Bilingual Paperback PFB925077 $3.96

the Great 
Gracie 
chase
stoP tHAt DoG!

Cynthia rylant
Illustrated by Mark Teague

Gracie is a wonderful dog who’s never 
done anything wrong, until one day she 
goes on a walk—by herself. “a runaway 
success for story hour.” —SLJ

32pp. ages 4–7
Lexile 410 Gr Level K dra 18–20
Paperback PFB10044 $3.96

Good night, 
Gorilla
Peggy rathmann

The hilarious 
adventure of 
a mischievous 
gorilla who 
borrows the zookeeper’s keys, presented 
with rhyming text and lively illustrations 
from the Caldecott-winning illustrator.

40pp. ages 3–6
Paperback PFB53598 $2.82

the 
Gingerbread 
Man
Karen Schmidt

This hearty retelling 
of an old favorite 
is distinguished by 
rhythmic text and lively illustrations of 
the sassy, boastful Gingerbread Man.

32pp. ages 4–7
Lexile 360 Gr Level I dra 16
Paperback PFB41056 $2.27

Goodnight 
Moon
Margaret  
Wise Brown
Illustrated by 
Clement Hurd

In this modern 
classic, little 
Bunny says good night to all his favorite 
things. The perfect book for the end of 
the day.

32pp. ages 3–6
Gr Level H dra 14
Paperback PFB09242 $2.27

<En EsPañol
Buenas noches luna
spanish Paperback PFB13159 $2.27

Goldilocks and 
the three Bears
retold by  
James Marshall

a favorite illustrator 
offers an award-
winning retelling of 
the children’s classic. 
“Whether shared in a 
lap or with a group, this one’s a 
winner.” —SLJ

Caldecott Honor Book

32pp. ages 4–8
Lexile 520 Gr Level L dra 24–28
Paperback PFB44992 $2.25

the Gingerbread 
Man
Jim aylesworth
Illustrated by  
Barbara McClintock

“With even a recipe 
included, this is 
altogether an old-
fashioned and enjoyable version 
of a favorite tale.”  
—Horn Books

NY Times Book Review Best Illustrated Children’s 
Books of the Year

32pp. ages 5–7
Lexile 450 Gr Level I dra 16
Paperback PFB81298 $2.25
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legs, until one night he 

the Girl Who 
Loved Wild 
Horses
Paul Goble

The Caldecott  
Medal-winning 
tale of a native 
american girl who 
feels such kinship 
with wild horses that 
she eventually becomes 
one of them.

Caldecott Medal Winner, ALA Notable Book, 
Notable Children’s Trade Book in the  
Field of Social Studies

32pp. ages 5–8
Lexile 670 Gr Level M dra 24–28
Paperback PFB46514 $2.82
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the Hello, 
Goodbye 
Window
norton Juster
Illustrated by  
Chris Raschka

Through the 
exuberant voice 
of a little girl and 
splashes of vibrant 
color, a grandparent’s 
kitchen window reflects the magic of 
childhood and love of family.

Caldecott Medal Winner, ALA Notable Book, 
Boston Globe-Horn Honor Book,Charlotte 
Zolotow Commendation

32pp. ages 4–7
Lexile 760 Gr Level K dra 18–20
Paperback PFB989750 $2.99

Henny Penny
H. Werner Zimmerman

“This delightful 
edition is truer than 
most to the spirit 
of the tale, and 
likely to become a 
favorite.” —SLJ

32pp. ages 4–8
Lexile 610 Gr Level I dra 16
Paperback PFB42389 $2.84

<En EsPañol
Pollita chiquita
spanish Paperback PFB44192 $2.84

Harry,  
the Dirty Dog
Gene Zion
Illustrated by  
Margaret Bloy Graham

The cautionary tale 
of Harry, who loves 
everything...except 
baths. “another 
funny-bone tickling 
charmer that will make youngsters 
giggle.” —Kirkus

32pp. ages 3–7
Lexile 700 Gr Level J dra 18–20
Paperback PFB06211 $3.39

the Hat
Jan Brett

In a companion 
book to Brett’s 
The Mitten, 
a hedgehog 
sticks his nose 
into a sock and finds himself a hat he 
can’t get rid of. “Certain to elicit smiles.” 
—Horn Books

32pp. ages 5–7
Lexile 440 Gr Level J dra 18–20
Paperback PFB12057 $2.99

Have you 
seen My 
Duckling?
nancy Tafuri

a mother duck 
loses sight 
of her most 
adventurous duckling, who 
is cleverly concealed in each 
picture of the book.

Caldecott Honor Book, ALA Notable Book

32pp. ages 3–6
Lexile 20 Gr Level a dra a–2
Paperback PFB44385 $2.99

<En EsPañol
¿Has visto a mi patito?
spanish Paperback PFB45152 $2.82

Grumpy 
Bird
Jeremy Tankard

a little bird 
is feeling too 
grumpy to fly, 
so he walks, 
and on the way, 
he makes some friends who lift 
his dour mood. “Whimsical and 
funny.” —Kirkus

IRA Children’s Choice

32pp. ages 3–6
Lexile 280
Paperback PFB501977 $2.82

Handa’s 
surprise
eileen Browne

Handa puts 
seven delicious 
fruits in a 
basket to take 
to her friend, but the fruits 
look very inviting to the 
animals along the way.

32pp. ages 4–6
Lexile 610 Gr Level J dra 18–20
Paperback PFB905654 $2.99

Gregory, 
the terrible 
eater
Mitchell Sharmat
Illustrated by 
Jose Aruego & 
Ariane Dewey

In a funny 
reversal of the typical junk food 
war, Gregory dreams of fruit and 
vegetables, while his parents love 
tin cans and tires.

IRA Children’s Choice, Reading Rainbow 
Selection

32pp. ages 4–7
Lexile 490 Gr Level L dra 24–28
Paperback PFB43350 $2.84

Grow flower, 
Grow!
Lisa Bruce
Illustrated by 
Rosalind Beardshaw

Fran can’t make 
her plant bloom 
by feeding it 
spaghetti, pizza and ice cream, so she 
throws it outside...and finally gets a 
flower!

32pp. ages 3–6
Lexile 150 Gr Level d dra 4
Paperback PFB928369 $2.82

Growing 
Vegetable 
soup
Lois ehlert

This simple book 
shows the steps, 
seeds, plants, and 
tools for growing 
a vegetable garden—in preparation for 
making vegetable soup!

40pp. ages 4–7
Lexile 140 Gr Level B dra 1–2
Paperback PFB45030 $2.99

<En EsPañol
cultivamos sopa de verduras
spanish Paperback PFB913077 $2.99

<En EsPañol/Bilingual
Hello ocean/
Hola Mar
Pam Muñoz ryan
Translated by 
Yanitzia Canetti
Illustrated by  
Mark Astrella

a bilingual exploration of the many 
secrets of the sea, as a young girl 
experiences its treasures with each of her 
senses.

32pp. ages 4–8
Bilingual Paperback PFB988046 $3.39
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New!
Grumpy cat
Britta Teckentrup

Grumpy Cat isn’t 
really grumpy—he’s 
just lonely, and 
a rescued kitten 
teaches him how to be a friend. “a 
winningly attractive book that will have 
broad appeal.” —SLJ

32pp. ages 3–6
Paperback PFB515384 $2.82
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Hey, Pancakes!
Tamson Weston
Illustrated by  
Stephen Gammell

Kids will love to 
join in the fun of 
these “zany, lovable 
characters making 
a delicious mess.” 
—SLJ 

32pp. ages 2–7
Lexile 270 Gr Level H dra 14
Paperback PFB972756 $2.99

Henry and Mudge and the 
starry night
Lexile 440 Gr Level J dra 18–20
Paperback PFB04050 $2.82

 
Henry and Mudge and  
the Wild Goose chase

Lexile 370 Gr Level J dra 18–20
Paperback PFB04089 $2.82

Henry and Mudge in 
Puddle trouble

Lexile 500 Gr Level J dra 18–20
Paperback PFB13521 $2.82

Henry and Mudge
cynthia Rylant
Illustrated by Suçie Stevenson

The popular tales of Henry and 
his 180-pound dog Mudge, a 
friendly pooch who’s always ready 
for adventure. “an appealing, 
unintimidating format.”  
—Children’s Literature

all 32–48pp. ages 5–8

Henry and Mudge
tHe fiRst Book

Lexile 420 Gr Level J dra 18–20
Paperback PFB16284 $2.82

Henry and Mudge and the  
Big sleepover
Lexile 480 Gr Level J dra 18–20
Paperback PFB04090 $2.82

Henry and Mudge and the 
funny Lunch
Lexile 600 Gr Level J dra 18–20
Paperback PFB04062 $2.82

Henry and Mudge and the 
Long Weekend
Lexile 340 Gr Level J dra 18–20
Paperback PFB16287 $2.82

Horrible Harry Books
suzy Kline
Illustrated by Frank Remkiewicz

Horrible Harry is a devilish 
second grader who plays pranks 
with nearly catastrophic results, but 
still ends up as a good friend.

all 64–80pp. ages 7–9

Horrible Harry and the  
Dead Letters

Paperback PFB519877 $2.25

Horrible Harry Bugs  
the three Bears

Lexile 430
Paperback PFB515834 $2.25

Horrible Harry in Room 2B

IRA Children’s Choice

Lexile 480 Gr Level L dra 24–28
Paperback PFB43942 $2.25

Horrible Harry Moves up to 
third Grade
Lexile 460 Gr Level L dra 24–28
Paperback PFB29014 $2.25

the Hokey 
Pokey
Larry La Prise & 
Charles P. Macak
Illustrated by 
Sheila Hamanaka

Brightly colored 
and unabashedly 
cheerful, this 
picture-book version of a popular song is 
bound to get an enthusiastic response.

32pp. ages 4–6
Paperback PFB904534 $2.99

Hey, Little 
Ant
Hannah & 
Phillip Hoose
Illustrated by 
Debbie Tilley

Originally 
written as a song, this is the rhyming, 
thoughtful story of an ant who is about 
to be squished under a boy’s shoe. 

32pp. ages 5–8
Gr Level M dra 24–28
Paperback PFB909816 $2.82

Herbie Jones 
sails into second 
Grade
Suzy Kline
Illustrated by  
Sami Sweeten

Herbie’s first day of 
second grade couldn’t 
get any better—and 
then he makes a brand new friend!  
a buoyant, fun chapter book.

64pp. ages 5–8
Lexile 450 Gr Level O dra 34–38
Paperback PFB503886 $2.25
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Honey Helps
ReADy-to-ReAD PRe-LeVeL 1

Laura Godwin
Illustrated by Jane Chapman

Honey just wants to help 
her friend Happy, but cats aren’t good at 
burying dog bones, or are they?

32pp. ages 4–6 
Gr Level C dra 3
Paperback PFB516801 $2.25

Hit the Ball 
Duck
Jez alborough

When duck and 
his friends hit 
their ball up into a prickly tree, some 
ingenuity is needed in order to get 
it back down. “a fresh presentation.” 
—Kirkus

40pp. ages 4–7
Paperback PFB508843 $3.39
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